The Three Little Pigs Addition Sheet

Write the answers in the circles.

1. + =
2. + =
3. + =
4. + =
The Three Little Pigs Addition Sheet

Write the answers in the circles.

1. Three little pigs + Three little pigs =
2. Three turnips + One turnip =
3. Ten logs + Three logs =
4. Nine smoke-generating pigs + Nine smoke-generating pigs =
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The Three Little Pigs Addition Sheet

Write the answers in the circles.

\[
\begin{align*}
\hspace{2cm} & \hspace{2cm} + \hspace{2cm} & \hspace{2cm} = \\
\hspace{2cm} & \hspace{2cm} + \hspace{2cm} & \hspace{2cm} = \\
\hspace{2cm} & \hspace{2cm} + \hspace{2cm} & \hspace{2cm} = \\
\end{align*}
\]